Featured Application: This study proposed an automatic AE feature parameters selection method. The potential application is the preprocessing of AE signal before low-permeability sandstone moisture identification.
Introduction
Sandstone has connected pores and good hydrophilicity. Moisture can affect the pore distribution and permeability of sandstone, in turn influencing the storage and percolation capacity of the reservoir [1] . The distribution and production of energy resources, such as oil and natural gas, will change consequently. Moreover, structural stability is crucial in resource mining engineering with high stress and osmotic pressure, such as in petroleum exploitation and natural gas excavation. Moisture can change the mechanical properties of rock, and then promote the growth of rock cracks under loading. Collapse accidents may happen due to unqualified rock moisture content. Therefore, moisture identification in low-permeability reservoir rocks is of significance. The stress distribution is uneven under loading because of the differences in the crystal microstructure and the inhomogeneous distribution of pores in rock mass [2, 3] . Acoustic emission (AE) occurs when a high-energy state are completed in turn. In the second step, the algorithm-switching rule is proposed according to the silhouette value criterion. Then, the label correlations are calculated, and the AE parameters are selected through the quantitative relationship of the threshold. Section 3 presents the parameter selection experiment. The experimental system and samples are described. Six parameters are extracted from the AE signal, and the two-step method is used to conduct parameter selection. Section 4 concerns moisture identification and algorithm comparison. The moisture identification results of two other selection algorithms are compared with the two-step method. The rationality of the two-step method in low-permeability rock moisture identification is tested. In addition, the signal variability and handling method in actual engineering applications are also stated in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the method process, clarifies the application scenario and proposes the future work plan.
Method
Assume vector X = (X 1 , X 2 . . . X i . . . where each line represents a feature sample with a known label, and each column represents a label. The overall flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1 .
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The flow of the two-step algorithm is shown in Section 2. In the first step, the operation of standardized, mean, and tolerance calculations are completed in turn. In the second step, the algorithm-switching rule is proposed according to the silhouette value criterion. Then, the label correlations are calculated, and the AE parameters are selected through the quantitative relationship of the threshold. Section 3 presents the parameter selection experiment. The experimental system and samples are described. Six parameters are extracted from the AE signal, and the two-step method is used to conduct parameter selection. Section 4 concerns moisture identification and algorithm comparison. The moisture identification results of two other selection algorithms are compared with the two-step method. The rationality of the twostep method in low-permeability rock moisture identification is tested. In addition, the signal variability and handling method in actual engineering applications are also stated in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the method process, clarifies the application scenario and proposes the future work plan.
Method
Assume vector is the m labels of the signal, where

. The number of each feature is k and one feature is expressed as follows: 
where each line represents a feature sample with a known label, and each column represents a label. The overall flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . j | min , where h max and h min are the maximum and minimum values of the normalized interval, respectively. The elements in X i are standardized by Equation (1) .
where q ∈ [1, k], j ∈ [1, m] and the normalized feature matrix is expressed as follows:
(2) Mean operation
Suppose the feature vectors after mean operation is X i nor , then:
(3) Tolerance calculation operation
Calculate and obtain the tolerance vector between groups P = (p 1 , p 2 . . . p m−1 ), where p 1 =|a 2 − a 1 |, p 2 =|a 3 − a 2 |, . . . , p m−1 =|a m − a m−1 |. Prescribe the threshold as p thre ; then, count the number of elements less than p thre in the vector P, which is denoted as r. Then, prescribe the threshold as r thre , and judge the size relationship between r and r thre . Retain this feature if r is less than r thre , and discard this feature if r thre is less than r. The theoretical range of p thre is (0, +∞), and the value is related to the h max and h min in standardized operation. The theoretical range of r thre is [0, m − 1]. With the difference of research area, the fluctuation of parameters is diverse. Hence, the idea of machine learning is referred to during the definitions of p thre and r thre . The initial thresholds can be determined manually. Then, the moisture identification model, whose input vector is the feature parameters selected by the two-step method, can be trained using mass data. The thresholds can be adjusted to obtain the optimal effect.
Second Step Selection
Assume that X = (X 1, X 2 , . . . X v ) is the feature vector retained in the first step; this is usually v ≤ n, because the original number of features is n. Assume that X i is a feature vector in X and the corresponding matrix of real features and labels G is expressed as follows:
The clustering method is used to obtain cluster labels, and K-means, linkage, and gmdistribution are considered as alternatives, because the applicability of different data is different for clustering algorithms [27, 28] . K-means determines the optimal class by iteratively calculating the distance between the sample and the centroid. Linkage calculates the similarity of different data, and sorts them to obtain a category. Gmdistribution converges to a local optimum with iterative computation. The silhouette value criterion is taken to obtain the best clustering algorithm and algorithms switched for different types of data.
(1) Silhouette value criterion
The silhouette value describes the state of cohesion and the degree of separation, which is an important parameter for evaluating the effect of clustering [29, 30] . The range of silhouette values is between −1 and 1; the larger the value, the better the clustering result. The concrete implementation steps are as follows: a.
Assume that x i is one of the elements, calculating the distance between x i and all of the other elements within its own cluster. Take the mean of the distance and denote it as a i , which is used to quantify the cohesion. b.
Randomly take another cluster b j , and calculate the average distance between a i and all of the elements in the cluster b j .
c. Traverse all of the clusters and find the minimum average distance and denote it as b j , which is used to quantify the separation.
Calculate the silhouette value of each element, and obtain the mean as the overall silhouette value of the current clustering.
(2) The algorithm switching rule is as follows:
a. Select two features randomly in the feature vector as samples to carry an algorithm comparison; assume that the selected features are X u and X w . b.
The optimal number of clusters needs to be determined firstly in order to compare the fitness of the three clustering algorithms. Since the numbers of the signal labels are m, cluster and calculate the silhouette value using those three algorithms respectively. Then, average them when the number of clusters is 2, 3 . . . m. Assume that the result is B u2 , B u3 . . . B um for X u , and the result is B w2 , B w3 . . . B wm for X w . c.
Define B u = max{B u2 , B u3 . . . B um } and B w = max{B w2 , B w3 . . . B wm }. Let K u equal the number of clusters corresponding to B u , and let K w equal the number of clusters corresponding to B w ; thus, K u and K w are the optimal number of clusters for each feature. d. The selection of the optimal clustering algorithm can be started after determination of the optimum number of clusters. Take K u as the number of clusters, carry out cluster analysis out on the feature X u , and assume the silhouette value is M u1 , M u2 , and M u3 when the clustering algorithm is K-means, linkage, and gmdistribution, respectively. Take K w as the number of clusters, carry out cluster analysis on the feature X w , and assume that the silhouette value is M w1 , M w2 and M w3 when the clustering algorithm is K-means, linkage, and gmdistribution, respectively. e.
Assume:
K-means will be chosen if M = Set the number of clusters to m and cluster using the optimum algorithm obtained in the previous step. The labels of the original features correspond to the labels obtained by clustering, and the relation matrix is denoted as G :
(4) Label correlation calculation
as the label correlation and E thre as the threshold. Discard this feature if E ≥ E thre , which means that the difference between the original distribution and the clustering label is too big. Retain this feature if E < E thre , which means that the difference is small enough.
Parameter Selection Experiment
In order to verify the rationality of the two-step method, an experimental system was set up to carry out uniaxial compression tests on sandstones with different moisture contents. This section will elaborate on the experimental process, equipment, and sample state. The AE signals' feature parameters were extracted, and the two-step method was used to realize their selection. The main objective of this section was to implement and refine the proposed two-step method.
Experimental System and Sample Description
Sandstone is a sedimentary rock with good hydrophilicity and brittleness [31] [32] [33] . Sandstone is one of the most important components of reservoirs; many oil and gas fields around the world are made up of it. Samples with a moisture content of 0% (drying state), 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% (saturation state) were obtained separately by weighing. The data acquisition system comprised a pressure apparatus, a piezoelectric resonance sensor, a signal processing board, and a principal computer ( Figure 2 ). The sample and sensor were coupled by Vaseline, and vertical uniaxial compression was exerted on each stone. The AE signal was stored in an Structured Query Language (SQL) database on the principal computer after the operations of amplification, filtering, and Analog/Digital conversion.
The dimensions of the sandstone samples were 15 cm × 15 cm × 2 cm. To ensure the consistency of the AE data, the AE sensor was installed on the bottom left corner of the sample, and the distance between the sensor center and sample vertex was 2 cm × 2 cm. The pressure apparatus was hydraulic, with a maximum output loading of 10 T. The range of loading in this experiment was 0-7 T, and the loading was exerted through a homogeneous velocity of 0.7 T/min. To avoid moisture evaporation, we shortened the time interval between moisture control and uniaxial compression to 30 min. The AE sensor was a resonant piezoelectric sensor produced by Pengxiang Technology Company in Changsha, China, and the model number was PXR03. The sensitivity was greater than 75 DB, and the response frequency range was 22-220 KHz. The acquisition system comprised a signal processing board and an A/D conversion module. The frequency range of the signal processing board was 20-250 KHz, and the magnification was 300. The A/D conversion module was 12 bits, and the sampling rate was 1 MHz. 
Extraction of Feature Parameters
The types of traditional time-domain feature parameters in AE signals are multitudinous, among which the energy, duration, count numbers, rise time, arrival time, and peak amplitude have been widely studied ( Figure 3 ). Thus, they are chosen to explore the variation regulation with moisture content. The definitions of each AE parameter are as follows:
The area under the signal envelope.  Duration: The time interval between the signal first coming over the threshold until it attenuates to the threshold.  Count numbers: The number of times the signal comes over the threshold. The AE wave amplitudes after the signal processing board and AD conversion module were mainly concentrated between 800-1000 mV. Wave amplitudes exceeding a defined threshold should be considered a useful signal, and the signals below the threshold should be considered noise [34] . By measurement, the amplitude of electromagnetic interference noise on the signal processing board was 160 mV approximately, and the threshold voltage was set to 180 mV. Hence, the noise can be filtered, and the AE can be validated. 
• Energy: The area under the signal envelope.
• Duration: The time interval between the signal first coming over the threshold until it attenuates to the threshold.
•
Count numbers: The number of times the signal comes over the threshold. The AE wave amplitudes after the signal processing board and AD conversion module were mainly concentrated between 800-1000 mV. Wave amplitudes exceeding a defined threshold should be considered a useful signal, and the signals below the threshold should be considered noise [34] . By measurement, the amplitude of electromagnetic interference noise on the signal processing board was 160 mV approximately, and the threshold voltage was set to 180 mV. Hence, the noise can be filtered, and the AE can be validated. There were 100 samples of each rock sample with different moisture content, which were numbered 1-100. The samples' number was taken as abscissa, and the parameters were taken as ordinate. The feature parameters of samples with different moisture contents are shown in Figure 4 . There were 100 samples of each rock sample with different moisture content, which were numbered 1-100. The samples' number was taken as abscissa, and the parameters were taken as ordinate. The feature parameters of samples with different moisture contents are shown in Figure 4 . There were 100 samples of each rock sample with different moisture content, which were numbered 1-100. The samples' number was taken as abscissa, and the parameters were taken as ordinate. The feature parameters of samples with different moisture contents are shown in Figure 4 . 
Selection of Feature Parameters

First Step Selection
Firstly, the above six AE parameters are standardized to eliminate the influence of different dimensions on the threshold setting, where the h max is set as 100, and the h min is set as 0. Then, all of the values of the parameters for each sample are averaged, and the results are shown in Figure 5 . Finally, the tolerance between groups is calculated, and the number of elements smaller than the tolerance threshold in the tolerance vector is obtained. Compare this number with the number threshold; the feature parameters that are greater than the number threshold are discarded. The main parameters in the first step selection are shown in Table 1 . Figure 5 . Finally, the tolerance between groups is calculated, and the number of elements smaller than the tolerance threshold in the tolerance vector is obtained. Compare this number with the number threshold; the feature parameters that are greater than the number threshold are discarded. The main parameters in the first step selection are shown in Table 1 . During the optimization of thresholds, we found that the big pthre and the small rthre values can lead to the incorrect deletion of effective parameters, which causes an insufficient input in moisture identification. Similarly, the small pthre and the big rthre can lead to the incorrect reservation of invalid parameters, which causes redundant inputs and overfitting. Neither of these cases is conducive to accurate moisture identification. In this experiment, the pthre and rthre values were determined to 0.09 and 3, respectively, after the iterations. Table 1 shows that the value of r in Arrival Time was four, which is bigger than thre r ; thus, Arrival Time was discarded in first step selection. During the optimization of thresholds, we found that the big p thre and the small r thre values can lead to the incorrect deletion of effective parameters, which causes an insufficient input in moisture identification. Similarly, the small p thre and the big r thre can lead to the incorrect reservation of invalid parameters, which causes redundant inputs and overfitting. Neither of these cases is conducive to accurate moisture identification. In this experiment, the p thre and r thre values were determined to 0.09 and 3, respectively, after the iterations. Table 1 shows that the value of r in Arrival Time was four, which is bigger than r thre ; thus, Arrival Time was discarded in first step selection.
Second Step Selection (1) Selection of clustering algorithm
Energy and duration parameters were taken as instances to choose the optimal algorithm among K-means, linkage, and gmdistribution, using the algorithm switching rule that was mentioned above. In order to determine the optimum number of clusters, the enumeration method was used to calculate the silhouette value when the cluster was 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, and the results are shown in Figure 6a, Energy and duration parameters were taken as instances to choose the optimal algorithm among K-means, linkage, and gmdistribution, using the algorithm switching rule that was mentioned above. In order to determine the optimum number of clusters, the enumeration method was used to calculate the silhouette value when the cluster was 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively, and the results are shown in Figure 6a ,b.
Energy Duration The average silhouette value using those three algorithms under different K values to intuitively get the optimum number of clusters was calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 6c . For the Energy parameter, the maximum silhouette value can be obtained when the K value is 5, and when the K value is 4 for the duration parameter. The silhouette value performance and main parameters used in the algorithm switching of those three clustering algorithms are shown in Figure 6d and Table  2 , respectively (with five clusters for the Energy parameter and four clusters for the Duration parameter). The average silhouette value using those three algorithms under different K values to intuitively get the optimum number of clusters was calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 6c . For the Energy parameter, the maximum silhouette value can be obtained when the K value is 5, and when the K value is 4 for the duration parameter. The silhouette value performance and main parameters used in the algorithm switching of those three clustering algorithms are shown in Figure 6d and Table 2 , respectively (with five clusters for the Energy parameter and four clusters for the Duration parameter). Set the number of clusters to 5 due to there being five moisture contents. The clustering results are shown in Figure 7 , where the abscissa is the sample number and the ordinate is the parameter value after standardized operation. Figure 7 , where the abscissa is the sample number and the ordinate is the parameter value after standardized operation. The label correlations E of the above five parameters are calculated, and the results are shown in Figure 8 . RiseTime is discarded, because its label correlation is bigger than the threshold thre E , which is set to 300. The Arrival Time and the Rise Time were discarded among the six original parameters after two-step selection.
Experimental Analysis
The experiment shows that each step had a discarded parameter. During the first step, the fluctuation rule of the Arrival Time parameter, which can be reflected by the tolerances described in Section 2.1, was too small. Thus, the moisture content had little effect on this parameter. This parameter was redundant and should be discarded. The clustering algorithm was switched according to Equation (6) . The clustering analysis was conducted to obtain label correlation, which is described at the end of Section 2.2. The clustering results were the spatial distributions of the different RiseTime is discarded, because its label correlation is bigger than the threshold E thre , which is set to 300. The Arrival Time and the Rise Time were discarded among the six original parameters after two-step selection.
The experiment shows that each step had a discarded parameter. During the first step, the fluctuation rule of the Arrival Time parameter, which can be reflected by the tolerances described in Section 2.1, was too small. Thus, the moisture content had little effect on this parameter. This parameter was redundant and should be discarded. The clustering algorithm was switched according to Equation (6) . The clustering analysis was conducted to obtain label correlation, which is described at the end of Section 2.2. The clustering results were the spatial distributions of the different parameters. The label correlation of the Rise Time parameter was large, indicating that the difference between the original distribution and the clustering label was too large. Although the moisture content presented a regular change, the variation among the Rise Time parameters was mixed. The error rate can be increased if this parameter is taken as the basis for moisture identification.
Application of Moisture Identification and Algorithm Comparison
In order to verify the advantage of the two-step method, the AE feature parameters were selected through the two-step method. The Pearson coefficients method and and principal component analysis (PCA) were taken as input vectors for the SVM classifier to realize moisture identification. Algorithm comparisons were conducted. The AE parameter data that were used in this experiment were taken from Section 3. The experimental setup and boundary conditions, including the sandstone sample source, data acquisition equipment, and the system-computing environment, were identical to those in the experiment in Section 3.
Moisture Identification Result
Only the Energy, Duration, Counts Number, and Peak Amplitude parameters were retained after the two-step selection; thus, the four features were used to conduct the classification of rock moisture using the support vector machine (SVM) classifier. The SVM is a widely used supervised classifier that transforms non-separable samples into high-dimensional feature spaces by a non-linear mapping algorithm. There were 350 samples in the training group, with 70 samples for each moisture content. The test group consisted of 150 samples, with 30 samples for each moisture content. An identification model was obtained by training, and the identification results are shown in Figure 9a . According to the results, there were eight errors in the total of 150 test data samples, and the overall identification rate was 94.7%. 
Comparison of Selection Algorithms
The Pearson coefficient method and principal component analysis method were used for the selection and dimensionality reduction of the above six feature parameters, and then compared with the two-step selection algorithm that is proposed in this study.
Pearson Coefficient Method
The Pearson coefficient method is used to judge the correlation between variables, and the 
Comparison of Selection Algorithms
Pearson Coefficient Method
The Pearson coefficient method is used to judge the correlation between variables, and the correlation size is measured by the Pearson correlation coefficient r. Assume that x and y are variables, and the Pearson correlation coefficient can be calculated as follows:
where
, x, y are the mean values, and σ x , σ y are the standard deviations of x and y, respectively. The value of r is between −1 and 1, the two variables were linearly negative when r was −1, and there was a linear positive correlation when r was 1 [35] . The Pearson coefficients were calculated for the above six parameters, and the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix is shown in Table 3 . As shown in the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix, the Pearson correlation coefficients between Energy and Duration, Energy and Counts Number, Energy and Peak Amplitude, and Duration and Counts Number were all close to or exceeded 0.9. It can be assumed that the variables mentioned above were approximately linear, and useful information for classification will not be provided if these parameters are used at the same time. The Energy and Counts Number parameters were discarded to avoid redundancy.
Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a widely used dimensionality reduction method, in which the basic idea is to transform the original data into a new coordinate system by using linear transformation and obtaining the principal components [36] . Dimensionality reduction was conducted on the six original feature parameters by PCA, and the coefficient matrix is shown in Table 4 .
The components in the first four columns of the coefficient matrix were used as the projection matrix to ensure the consistency of the comparative experiment. Assume the new characteristic parameters X = X × D, where X is the original sample matrix after subtracting the average value, and D is the projection matrix of the first s principal components, where s is valued at 4. The feature parameters processed by the Pearson coefficient method and PCA were respectively put into the SVM classifier, keeping all the parameters constant. The identification results are shown in Figure 9b ,c.
The comparative results of the three feature selection methods are shown in Table 5 . The running environments were the same, including the Win 7 professional system, Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4590 CPU. The main frequency was 3.3 GHz, and the running memory was 8 G. 
The Signal Variability and Handling Method in Actual Engineering Applications
During the AE excitation experiment, the loading was exerted homogeneously to guarantee data consistency and avoid the interference caused by collision, friction, and so on. However, the loading in a collapse process will not be produced evenly in real geotechnical engineering situations. Loading is intense, creating an abundance of abnormal data. Although statistical laws are adopted during the clustering analysis in the two-step method, the probabilities of mistaken deletion and reservation are large. The influence of abnormal interference should be considered in any actual structural monitoring engineering. In actual geotechnical engineering applications, the initial AE signal, as shown in Figure 10 , is representative and least affected by load fluctuation. Hence, the initial AE signal should be captured as the source of parameter extraction to reduce abnormal data. 
During the AE excitation experiment, the loading was exerted homogeneously to guarantee data consistency and avoid the interference caused by collision, friction, and so on. However, the loading in a collapse process will not be produced evenly in real geotechnical engineering situations. Loading is intense, creating an abundance of abnormal data. Although statistical laws are adopted during the clustering analysis in the two-step method, the probabilities of mistaken deletion and reservation are large. The influence of abnormal interference should be considered in any actual structural monitoring engineering. In actual geotechnical engineering applications, the initial AE signal, as shown in Figure 10 , is representative and least affected by load fluctuation. Hence, the initial AE signal should be captured as the source of parameter extraction to reduce abnormal data. The floating threshold method can be used to capture the initial AE signal. Assume that the time-domain AE signal is f (t), where the maximum values f (t 1 ), f (t 2 )··· f (t n ) are obtained at t 1 , t 2 ···t n . Set the capture threshold ω = 1 n n ∑ i=1 f (t i ). The point should be determined as the waveform entrance when the β continuous signal amplitudes are greater than the threshold; the point should be determined as the waveform exit when the β continuous signal amplitudes are less than the threshold. The value of β can be adjusted according to the actual needs.
Initial AE signal
Results Discussion
The overall identification rate was 94.7%, indicating that the parameters selected by the two-step method can well reflect the change effect of the moisture content. PCA maps the parameters to the new space, and the new parameter matrix can be obtained by principal component extraction. The Pearson correlation coefficient method takes the correlation between variables as its basis. The label information can be made available by the two-step method; thus, an accuracy advantage exists in rock moisture identification. Moreover, the signal variability problem in actual engineering application was also handled through the capture of the initial AE signal.
The two-step method was designed to provide more precise and differentiated input vectors for moisture identification in low-permeability sandstone. The intended usage scenario is the preprocessing of AE parameters before low-permeability sandstone moisture identification model training. The quality of sandstone AE input parameters has a great influence on the final identification result during moisture pattern identification. Redundant sandstone AE parameters will increase the computational pressure and slow down training time. Overfitting also easily occurs. On the contrary, using too few sandstone AE parameters may mean the loss of effective moisture information and lead to incorrect identification.
Conclusions
Moisture can not only change the macroscopic structural properties of sandstone, it also has a great influence on the storage capacity of low-permeability reservoirs. Besides, the distribution and mining safety of mineral resources, such as oil and gas, are all affected by the moisture content of reservoir rocks. Diverse AE characteristics provide an important reference for moisture identification. Hence, the rational selection of AE characteristics is of great significance to mineral resource exploration. Researchers tend to choose features based only on their subjective experience, which not only increases the workload for pattern identification in the latter stage, but also doesn't meet the requirements of automatic monitoring. In this study, a method of feature parameter selection based on the fluctuation trend of data and clustering analysis is proposed. An experimental system is built to carry out uniaxial compression tests on sandstones with different moisture content, and six feature parameters are extracted from the original AE signals. A two-step selection method is proposed to realize the reasonable selection of feature parameters, and the identification of moisture was conducted using an SVM classifier.
Although the two-step selection method is more expensive in execution time, the advantages in the accuracy of the second classification are obvious from the identification results and the comparison of the selection algorithms. This is beneficial to energy security in low-permeability reservoir rocks. The sandstones with different moisture content were tested in the laboratory, which is an extremely controlled environment. However, there may be diverse disturbances in real geotechnical engineering situations, such as material anisotropy and environmental mechanical effects. We will conduct experiments in real environments to obtain data that is more fitting to real engineering applications in future work.
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